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ABSTRACT 

Ve discuss theories leading to intermediate state HA 

and M contributions to V ^ . ye focus on the custoaary 

addition of !•'••«. to i|„M in a conventional field theory 

and argue that overcounting of contributions to t^H <tni V„H 

will be the rule. He than discuss the cloudy bag model 

where a sinllar interaction naturally arises and which leads 

to a consistent theory. 



The following note regards the introdustlon of a A degree of freedom in the 

construction of the MN potential V„„. The Issue emerged after the determination 
NX y 

of one-boson-exehsnge parts V° B E to V,.,. and upon subsequent consideration of 

multiple boson exchanges. The questions we wish to raise are already relevant 

for Zti contributions v|J and in the following we concentrate mainly on these. 

Consider teras generated by a given Lagranglan in the old-fashioned 

perturbation theory. Thus, using only I ' M - , VjjJJ due to teras with at least two 

pions In intermediate states, consists of two types of contributions. Those 

eonprise 2ir exchange parts inasmuch as not generated by repeated V u r & and 

furthermore 2ir, crossed nucleon parts2 (figs.ta,lb). Additional 

contributions may then be conceived by replacing intermediate nusleons by 

isobars, notably A's (figs.1c). However, such a procedure ought to be based on 

a model which is subject to consistency requirements. As such we propose the 

ability to describe the 33 ITH amplitude and we shall argue that not all theories 

pass this test. 

By way of illustration we first mention a class of consistent models. 

Tnose have as baslo interaction* 
„3) 

L' - l'nm • v2f + »« • - «> 

Here L contains the M b vertex Sfff^, single heavy-boson exchange potentials 

v|jjjE and a phenaaenologlcal residual irN interaction v „. The latter is so 

defined as to produce together with L' the experimental TTM scattering matrix 

and by construction (1) passes the consistency check for t . m general and for 

t,, in particular: the description of a physical A Is guaranteed without the 

need of explicit Introduction. 

We now denote by 



t33 : t3JtL'] (a> 

the formally exast solution for t „ based on (1) and sane contributing terras are 

displayed In fig.2. There of course Is no simple solution for O ) , but a 

short-out may be used to approximately represent its major content, viz. the 

on-shell phase. The latter may for instance be generated by a separable 

notential with formfastor gA 

v33 " '%> »A <gA* ( 3 ) 

Choosing in particular an energy-dependent coupling 

h - (S " 't>'1 "> 
the solution for l^ (E(q)=tqa*H2)1/2; a>(q> = tq3+m-)1/-: y-1(q)=E"1(q)*d)"1(q)) 

<pit3j(s)!p'> = gA<p)GA(s)gA(p
,> 

.2, . 2 

G^Cs) = s-M* - 'tW" dq t5) 
16ir3p(q)(s-(E(q)*w(q))2 

accurately describes S^st*ars t„(s) o/er a few hundred HaV.1" 

tfe note that the representation (5) as creation, annihilation and 

Intermediate propagation of a physioal A holds for some s-ohannel region to 

uhlan its use is limited. In particular there is no obvious u channel 

generalization and as a consequenoa one doss not deal with crossed A's. 
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For referenae below we reoall that the Introduction of an energy-dependent 

coupling (4) permits an alternative interpretation based on the Lagrangian L° * 

1'. „ containing the bare mass MA . The latter reproduces (5) provided one 
A0NTT <-0 

retains only contributions with no more than one ir in each intermediate state 

(fig.3). 

We now return to (2) and consider solutions in the two-baryon sector, 

disregarding again more than a single 71 in intermediate states. Wnen also 

neglecting anti-nucleons, the interaction (2) leads to equations which couple 

off-shell amplitudes connecting NN, Trd.NA,... .channels. One may then choose to 

eliminate all but the NN channel: the driving tera of the resulting equation 

for T H N, when free of pure NN intermediate states is then by definition V,.,. for 

the model. 5 > 6 > 7 ) 

In fig. 1 we display a nunber of contributions to VM|| generated by (1). 

Figs.4a represent single TT and correlated 2TT,3H,... exchange (approximated by 

p,u...). Fifcs.4b depict parts where TIN scattering is represented by (5), i.e. 

where the A (wiggly line with dot) stands for a physloil A. At any stage its 

composite character oould be made manifest by replacing (s-channel) *N 

scattering terms by those shown in fig.2. ' 

Vie now discuss theories which appear not to meet the consistency condition 

*)We did not mention a coupled channel approach jftich starts from (transition) 
potentials v„ between various B«S,A„-- The A is a zero-width state 

1 2,81,B2 
and not the physical A aa .ibove. The question of crossing does not occur in 
potential theories. 



on t„. 

a. Fleld-theoretlcal approach 

A concerted effort is in progress'' ' to determine A contributions 

to VHIJ as generated by 

L = L * V 
C6) 

L TINit '•ANTT "•• 

As it stands (S) implies that an elementary field is associated with 

a A and it thus seems natural to ask for the prediction of (5) for t_, where 

the A is most prominent. 

In conventional field theory one starts with a renoricalized 1- and extra 

terms have to be added to (5) which guarantee that calculated masses and 

coupling constants are the sane as those entering i. These ter.ns have been 

Ignored in refs. 9)-12). As a consequanee one will find that the interaction 

(5) will change tha starting value for the A mass (which is always taken to be 

the experimental one). 

Some of the consequences above appear to be avoided if L'^ is looked upon 

as an effective interaction, with the aim of displaying the coupling of (a 

zero-width) A0 to TN and to be used only in second order in the s-channel. In 

that case the AQ is of oourse not eleientary and there is no immediate meaning 

to crossed A0contributions emerging from unrestricted use of Feynman diagrams. 

Yet this is precisely what is done in the developments cited and in others as 

well.135 

Ms now argue that whatevar the intepretatlon or L0*ll^v*l^^-ita use with 

physical A parameters is bound to lead to inconsistencies. The argument rests 



reaction at a beam energy of 100 MeV. The beam pulse width was around 1 ns fwhm 

and the pulse repetition time was 1.2 us, exceeding the isomeric lifetime by 

192 
a factor of three. For the T1T1 measurements the target consisted of a 

2 
8S0 ug/cm natural Ta foil pressed against a M),5 mm thick Tl disk which was 

cut from a 99.9% pure Tl rod and flattened by a slight pressure. Appropriate 

target handling procedure was used to avoid oxidation. Upon inspection with 

a microscope, the Tl disks appeared to consist of microcrystals approximately 

0,5 mm in diameter. Since the beam spot diameter was about 3 mm, it is 

assumed that the Tl was effectively a polycrystal host. Care was taken not 

to overheat the Tl target in order to avoid recrystallization with unknown 

orientation. ^ The measurements were repeated with a different Tl disk, to 

ensure the validity of the results. For measurements with In host, it was 

desirable to improve the ratio between Ta and In in order to reduce "ir

radiation from nuclear reactions in the In. Four layers, each consisting 

2 2 
of 1.2 mg/cm In evaporated onto 1 mg/cm Ta were pressed against a thick 
208 

Pb backing and installed with the Ta sides towards the beam. An average beam 

energy of 100 Mey at the Ta layers »as obtained by increasing the bombardment 

energy to 106 MeV. In either case, the target was mounted on a copper block 

that could be cooled by liquid nitrogen and/or heated by a resistance 

heater. 

Gamma-rays from the isomeric decay were detected by two Ge(Li) spectro

meters, placed at 0 and 90° relative to the beam direction. Energy and time 

of the radiation were detected with the usual fast-slow technique and time 

spectra for energy windows of interest were accumulated in an online computer. 

+ 192„ 
Windows were set on the 251 keV photopeak from the 8 -*• 7 transition in Tl, 
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between the otherwise similar Lagrangiaroeqs. (7) and (5). It also entails that 

all bare parameters are finite and consequently there Is no need to start from a 

renornalized L. 

Granting now the pion Its mass and again neglecting anti-baryon 

contributions one can use (7) in order to desoribe physical N,A... Those are 

evidently oomposed of B 0 >B TT.B itit,... states. In particular the physical A 

resonance turns out to be a mixture of, doainantly. the bare A and of 

TtK».TrA .... states. ' Fitting the bag radius, the model satisfactorily 
o o 

describes jrll scattering in the P „ channel and thus meets our requirements 
S3 

above. In particular it gives meaning to a crossed A . 

e c 

VS„ will contain contributions like those shown In fig.1c, where Intermediate 

baryons are bare H and bare (zero width) A . These and their couplings are 

then dressed by (7) and It is possible to group contributions wnich lead to 

dressing of a bare M ,A ... Thus the resoattering diagran (first of flgs.le) 
o o 

oontains a TTN amplitude with a bare A which upon inclusion of terms will become 

the 'full' t „ with a physioal A. Again there is no way likewise to generate a 

orossed A. Thus In spite of some formal similarities between the Lagrangians 

(S),(7) their actual oontents appear to be quite different. 

We summarize. A A may In a oonolae fashion replaoe a "N propagator in an 

elastic or reaction amplitude irH—MM.YK... Thus eq.(5) as for instance used In 

it multiple scattering theories or models for exchange-current contributions to 

nuclear form factors, describes irW scattering or equivalently creation, 

propagation and annihilation af a A. Emphatically no new A degree of freedom Is 

introduced by (5). 
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This is not the oase when one starts with a field theory based on (6). 

Mainly, but not exoluslvely, because ••' by itself produces a 33 enhanoeaent, 

(S) is bound to lead to overcounting. Tne sale holds for intermediate NA, AA 

contributions to VM|f and numerical results'" obtained for these should thus 

be viewed with doubts. 

Finally, we mentioned the ohiral bag model which leads to a Lagrangian of 

the form (6) in teras of unrenornallzed quantities. This renornallzable theory 

can Indeed be worked out, but doss not Justify the ad hoe introduction of the 

Interaction Lagrangian (6) in teras of renornallzed entities. 

Aoknowldegenent 

The topic discussed arose out of discussions with R. Vinh Hau in 1979. In 

addition A. Kernan, J. Megele, F. Lenz and the TRIUMF theory group are thanked 

for elucidating remarks. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1: a) Uncrossed 2TT,... parts not obtainable by Iteration of V?. b) 

Crossed N contributions, c) Parts due to uncrossed and crossed 

zero-width A (eq.(IO). 
o 

Fig. 3: Explicit construction of t,, froa L' and a background v„. 

Fig. 3: Equivalent description of t», by means of i.' . Dot implies dressed 
o 

propagator, eq.(5). 

Fig. 4: Contribution to VNN deseribed by (2). a) Single i7,p,u... exchange; 

b) dressed A contributions. 
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